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Selectivelydoped Ge-Ge, -,Six superlattices with ultrathin (down to 10 nm) layers were grown
and investigated for the first time. The best (for the time being) values of the hole mobilities,
reaching 15 0 0 0 ~ r n ~ , V - ~ . sand
- ' , bulk holedensity 1017cm-3 wereattained in these
heterostructures at T- 1.6-10 K. The dependences of the mobility on the Si content in Gel -,Six
films and on the external magnetic field revealed different types of carriers participating in the
conduction process. For the first time it was shown experimentally that thep-type conduction
along the planes of the superlattice layers in stressed heteroepitaxial G e G e , -,
Si, structures
was dominated by light carriers localized in Te. The results obtained for these heterostructures
were compared with the data obtained by the Hall effect measurements carried out on
homogeneous germanium superlattices with 6-like boron doping (also realized for the first time).
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Studies of the Hall effect in selectively doped periodic
heterostructures revealed a number of unique (from the
point of view of technical applications) features of the behavior of the electron-hole gas in the system as a function of
the applied magnetic field, of temperature, and of the type
and nature of the dopant in the superlattice layer.'
The effect of a considerable increase in the electron mobility in selectively doped n +-type Si-Si, - ,Ge, superlattices grown by the molecular beam epitaxy method was first
investigated experimentally by Abstreiter et al.' They also
proposed a method for using the Hall effect measurements to
determine the nature of modulation of the edges of the energy bands in the periodic structure and, in particular, they
showed for the first time that superlattices based on Si and
Si, - ,Ge, have a covariant energy band structure, i.e., they
belong to type I1 super lattice^.^
The energy structure band in stressed Ge-Gel -,Six superlattices was first discussed in Ref. 4. The earliest reports
of an increase in the mobility of holes in these superlattices at
T>77 K were given in Refs. 5 and 6. The mobility of a twodimensional hole gas localized in the vicinity of the heterojunctions in an n-Ge/p+-Ge,, Si,, /n-Ge structure, grown
by the molecular beam epitaxy method, was determined at
temperatures T = 4-10 K (Ref. 7 ) . However, relatively low

values of the hole mobility 5: 3200 cm2.V-'.s-' were reported in Ref. 7.
We shall give the first results of an investigation of the
Hall mobility of holes pHin selectively doped stressed GeGel -,Six superlattices at temperatures 1 . 6 T977
~
K. These
superlattices were grown by the vapor hydride method on an
n-type Ge sublayer of thickness -2-3 p m deposited on a
( 111) n+-type Ge substrate; their period was from 10 to 50
nm and the number of layers was up to 200. The solid-solution layers contained up to 20 at.% of silicon and were doped
with boron atoms to a concentration N, 10'7-10'8 ~ m - ~ .
The dopant was introduced to approximately half their
The doped solid-solution regions in the suthickness dGeSi.
perlattice were separated from the undoped Ge layers by
spacers whose thickness was d ,,si /4. Such selective penetration of the impurity into the solid-solution layers was confirmed by a mass-spectrometric investigation.
of
The mobilities pH and the densities Ji = p, /Nd
holes were determined using rectangular samples in a sixprobe method describedin Ref. 8. (Here, d = d , + d,,
is the superlattice period and Nd,, is the superlattice thickness. ) The size-quantized magnetoresistance was allowed
for in accordance with Ref. 9. The parameters of the investigated superlattices are listed in Table I.
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TABLE I.
Sample No.
Parameter

0,108
0,054

z

z
dsL,nm
p, 10" cm-'
'7F)
AE,,,meV

44
1,2

53

0,18
0
0,09 0
18
50
5,5
2,1
15
116

40
0

0,09
0,06
0,045
36
3$03
0,87
1,O

0.028 0,022
0
0,137
0
0,085
0,011
29
3),014 34
4200
1,5 1,9
1,2
1,3

50
40

50
13

50
27

50
10

1 9 0
84
0

Note. Here, n is the number o f superlattice periods and AE,, is the discontinuity o f the valence
band at the Ge-GeSi heterojunction.
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FIG. 2. Temperature dependences of the Hall mobility p,, (continuous
curve) and of the total density j (dashed curve) of holes in sample 3.
FIG. 1. Temperature dependences of the Hall mobility p,, (continuous
curves) and of the total density j (dashed curves) of holes in samples 1
(curves labeled 1) and 2 (curves labeled 2).

The temperature dependences of the hole mobilities and
densities in heteroepitaxial superlattices (samples 1 and 2)
were determined in the range 1.6-295 K (Fig. 1) . The structure of sample 2 differed from the other superlattices because
of the presence of a buffer n-type Gel -,Si, layer between
the substrate and thep-type superlattice; the composition of
/ d and its
this buffer layer was characterized by y = xd
thickness was 2 pm.
Free holes localized mainly in undoped Ge layers of the
superlattice were scattered by impurity atoms, fluctuations
of the potential, and lattice vibrations (mixed scattering).
At temperatures above 77 K the scattering by the lattice
vibrations was however predominant and it was responsible
for the considerable rise of the Hall mobility of holes as a
result of cooling. At temperatures below 77 K the rise of the
Hall mobility in all the samples slowed down and this was
due to an increasing role of other scattering mechanisms.
The density of holes in the investigated structures (dashed
curves in Fig. 1) remained practically constant below 200 K,
manifesting the effectiveness of the mechanism of separation
of mobile carriers from acceptor centers within one superlattice period.
A considerable increase in the density of holes at temperatures T > 250 K could be possibly due to the appearance
of leakage currents flowing into the substrate because of a
reduction of the barrier in the region of thep+-n junction, or
because of the presence of additional hole states in the region
of localization of a dislocation network. This network
formed in the vicinity of the p-n junction on the substrate
side. The appearance of an additional conducting p+-type
channel near thep-n junction resulted in an underestimate of
the values obtained near room temperature. In the range
T < 250 K the holes were frozen out in this particular model
and no longer participated in the conduction process.
The temperature dependencesp, ( T) andp( T) were of
fundamentally different nature (Fig. 2) in the case of a homogeneous germanium superlattice of thep+ -i-p+ -i-... type,
which was formed by introducing a periodic sequence of narrow ( 1-10 nm) impurity (boron) layers into the growing
i-type (intrinsic conduction) Ge film. Cooling in the range
100-300 K resulted in a monotonic reduction in the density
of holes in such a homogeneous superlattice by a factor of
approximately 2. Between 100 and 15 K the density of holes
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rose again and then remained constant up to 1.6 K. Estimates indicated that the amplitude of the potential barrier in
this homogeneous superlattice was just 4 meV at 295 K and
that it decreased as a result of cooling.
In the range 77-300 K the temperature dependence of
the mobility of holes in such a homogeneous superlattice
resembled the dependencep, ( T) for homogeneously doped
Ge, indicating that the mechanisms of carrier scattering
were the same in both cases. The presence of undoped channels in a superlattice did however affect the mobility of holes
in it. For a given density of holes the mobility in the homogeneous superlattice was slightly higher than in a thick homogeneous epitaxial Ge film. In the range 20-1.6 K the density
of holes and their mobility along the layers in the homogeneously doped superlattice remained constant at the same values as found for the superlattice at room temperature. The
temperature dependence pH( T) was typical of two-dimensional homoepitaxial structures with 6-like doping.''
Figures 1 and 2 show the averaged (over all the carriers
in the superlattice) mobilities pHand the total densities of
holes p, given by

where i = {(l,h)j} is the index used the label the charge
carriers participating in the conduction process; I(h) is the
index of the hole subband; j is 1 and 2 for the Ge or GeSi
layers, respectively; pH;and pi are the mobility and density
of holes in a given modification; d, is the thickness of the
relevant layer.
In the case of the investigated structures when x 0.0 1
and N, 10'7-10'8 cm-3 we found that carriers in the solidsolution layers (p,,
>p,
) predominated and that an
important role was played by the scattering on impurity
atoms. An increase in x reduced the density of holes in
Gel -,Six layers (and increased in the Ge layers) because of
the change in the shape of the potential relief (Fig. 3b),
which (at a given temperature) increased the mobility pHin
the investigated structure. This was manifested clearly in the
experiments at lower temperatures (see Fig. 3a; the experimental points are numbered in the same way as samples in
Table I).
Calculations carried out for superlattices with the pa-
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FIG. 4. Dependences of the transverse component of the conductivity a,,
of samples 1 ( a ) and 9 ( b ) on the magnetic field (H,,,is the maximum
magnetic field applied to a given sample). The experimental results are
represented by the points and the continuous curves are theoretical.

curves (curve 3 is the sum of curves 1 and 2) were obtained
by optimization of the experimental data with the aid of the
expression

FIG. 3. a ) Dependences of the mobility of holes pH on the Si content in
solid-solution layers in Ge-Ge, - Six superlattices (samples 1 and 4-8 )
recorded at different temperatures: 0 ) 295 K ; e) 150 K ; A ) 77 K ; A ) 4.2
K, b) Qualitative shapes of the top of the valence band of superlattices
with different values of x .

rameters d,, = d,,,, z 10 nm, No = 10'' cmP3, and
0 < x < 0.2 at 295 K demonstrated that practically right up to
x 0.1 the density of holes in the Gel -,Six layers predominated over the density of holes in the Ge layers. This was due
to the fact that the value of AE, for a superlattice with
x 5 0.1 did not exceed 2kT. In particular, in the case of sample 1 the amplitude of the potential relief was approximately
50 meV. Therefore, a slight change in the superlattice parameters and of the spacer thickness in Gel-,Six layers resulted in a considerable scatter of the hole density in neighboring superlattice layers, which varied from one sample to
another, so that there was a corresponding large scatter in
the mobility pHaveraged on the basis of Eq. ( 1) . This, together with possible leakage at high temperatures to the
lightly doped n-type Ge sublayer, prevented us from observing the above-mentioned dependence of pH on x at room
temperature (Fig. 3 ) .
The Ge-Gel -,Six superlattices are structures with
stressed layers whose characteristic feature, distinguishing
them from the structures used in Ref. 7, is the splitting of the
hole subbands in the Ge layers." The number of carriers
participating in the conduction process and differing in respect of the effectivemass generally depends not only on the
Si content in the Ge, -,Six layers, on the dopant concentration, and on the temperature of a sample, but also on the
degree of degeneracy of the carrier gas and on the splitting
energy of the subbands.
Different modifications of holes with different values of
pH,andp, can be revealed at low temperatures by investigating the dependence of the conductivity component ax,of a
superlattice on an external magnetic field H (Ref. 12). Figure 4 shows the experimental values ofmX,,obtained for samples 1 and 9 (see Table I ) at T = 4.2 K. The continuous
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where H, a l/pH,. Curves 1 and 2 in Fig. 4 represent the h
and I hole subbands6 in the Ge layers of the superlattice. The
densities and mobilities of holes p, and pH,, and the total
density p as well as the average mobility pH, measured in a
weak magnetic field, are all listed in Table 11. Our results
indicated that at low temperatures the holes in
Ge-Gel -,Six superlattices with x)O. 1 are localized in the
solid-solution layers and do not contribute to the mobility
pHof the system as a whole.
At liquid helium temperatures the longitudinal transport of the charge involves two types of carrier: light and
heavy holes localized in the Ge layers (Fig. 4). The holes
with the heavy (light) effective mass ( I subband) along
(across) the superlattice layers are shifted downward on the
energy scale relative to the subband h with light (heavy)
holes because of lifting of the degeneracy due to deformation." The light (along the superlattice layer planes) holes
dominate the conduction process in the system and are responsible for the relatively high values of the mobility of the
hole gas at low temperatures.
The slight discrepancy between curve 3 in Fig. 4a and
the experimental values of ax, is due to superposition of
weak Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations on a classical curve;
these oscillations appeared in the case of sample 1 even in
magnetic fields which were not too strong. The oscillations
were manifested more clearly in the dependence of the electrical resistivity p, on the magnetic field plotted in Fig. 5.
The stressed Ge-Gel _ Six superlattices are characterized by much higher values of the mobility in the two-dimensional hole gas than the mobility in heterostructures with
unstressed Ge layers.' In the absence of deformation the size
quantization of holes in narrow channels near the heterojunctions lifts the hole subband degeneracy. Consequently,
at low temperatures the longitudinal transport involves
mainly heavy holes and this is the reason why the electrical
characteristics of the system are relatively poor.
The strong deformation of the Ge layers in the superlattice (in our case the influence of the substrate was weakened
by the presence of a plastic deformation region at the superOrlov et at.
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TABLE 11.
Sample
No.
14 200

14 400

1
9

lattice/Ge heterojunction on the substrate side) not only
results in splitting of the hole subbands, but is also responsible for a strong anisotropy of the effective masses of the carr i e r ~ .Holes
' ~ in the upper h subband of the valence band of
Ge have a mass which is almost an order of magnitude heavier across the layer planes than holes in the lower I subband.
Therefore, size quantization should increase even more the
splitting of the hole subbands. However, our results indicate
that the mass of holes in the upper h subband in Ge layers
along the planes of growth of the structure is relatively small
(it is close to the mass of light holes in unstressed Ge). This
explains why the mobility of holes observed by us at liquid
helium temperature is considerably higher than the values
reported in Ref. 7.
We thus demonstrated experimentally for the first time
that holes, more mobile along the layer planes in a stressed
Ge-Gel _ ,Six superlattice, are localized in the upper (h )
valence subband of the Ge layers. The splitting energy of the
subbands considered as a function of the structure is estimated to range from 1 meV to several tens of millielectron-volts.
The heating of holes by an electric field directed along the
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FIG. 5. Dependences of the electrical resistivity p,, on the magnetic field
applied to samples 1 (curve 1) and 9 (curve 2).
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superlattice layers can redistribute them between the h and I
sub band^,^ which results-as found for uniaxially deformed
Ge (Ref. 14)-in the appearance of a falling region in the
current-voltage characteristics.
Such a negative differential conductance region in the
current-voltage characteristics for a current flowing along
the superlattice layers may appear also because of transverse
diffusion of carriers out of the high-mobility Ge layers to the
neighboring doped solid-solution layers characterized by a
low hole mobility.15916
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